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ans: at last, the teachers outwitted wasserkopf by trapping him in their web. the maths teacher declares that the
young man has won the contest and the school will refund his tution fee. the maths teacher asks him total money

the school has to pay. the young man calculates it. he tells the exact amount. she tricks him by saying that it is the
second question. the young man becomes puzzled by the math teachers statement. in this way, he is tricked by the
teachers. the refund by fritz karinthy is one of the most popular books written by frigyes karinthy. he is one of the

most well-known writers in hungary. as a writer, he is widely known for his short stories, novels, and plays. all of his
books are considered classics and require frequent re-readings. refund contains a one-act play that not only explains

the current educational system in detail but also provides a satirical view of the education system. as a result, the
play has become a classic among those who want to understand the current education system. as one of the most

well-known hungarian writers, karinthy’s writing is extremely popular among the hungarian public. these books,
including refund, are read by students from every age group. the refund by fritz karinthy summary in english is
available here for free. the refund by fritz karinthy in english: in this article, we have provided a summary of the

refund by fritz karinthy in english for all students. in this article, we have also provided a summary of all chapters of
and have uploaded them in english and english for ease of students. if you have questions regarding the the refund

by fritz karinthy summary in english please let us know in the comments.
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